Three-dimensional solution structure of apo-neocarzinostatin.
Two and three-dimensional solution nuclear magnetic resonance studies of the 11K apoprotein from natural antitumor agent neocarzinostatin (NCS) were extended to elucidation of the high-resolution structure by the use of restrained molecular dynamics computations. The refined structures attained convergency upon three steps of iterative calculations, in which more distance restraints were extracted from experimental data, and the existing distance bounds were optimized on the basis of computed structures. The solution structures of apo-NCS contain seven antiparallel beta-strands, which form two closely located beta-sheets and a short beta-segment. This protein lacks any alpha-helical component. The alignment of the seven beta-strands gives rise to a beta-barrel with an elongated diameter in one direction. The global structure of apo-NCS resembles that of the Ig-fold domain found in immunoglobulins and other structurally related beta-proteins. Residues responsible for side-chain packing and the possible salt-bridge formation important for protein folding were identified. Neocarzinostatin and the analogous proteins are known to exert their biological activity through the interaction of DNA with a chromophoric molecule, which is non-covalently bound to the apo-proteins. This molecular chromophore-binding site in apo-NCS is made of a cavity consisting of residues from the four-beta-stranded sheet and the short beta-segment. Although the solution structures of apo-NCS are similar to that of the analogous apoauromomycin in the crystalline state, difference in the shape of the binding cavities between the two was found. This study provides a structural basis for characterization of the specific recognition and molecular mechanism of the antitumor NCS chromophore binding to its host protein.